RATIONAL

Integral mission is a very interesting course that sits at the heart of mission and development integration. It stands at the heart of holistic transformation. It is the attempt to give development a spiritual taste, and mission a development approach for effective and total change in the society.

It brings about the realization that spiritual transformation (mission) without social economic transformation is not wholesome and sustainable. On the other hand, social economic development without spiritual transformation, is not fully redemptive and sustainable. Integrating the two as uniquely taught in this course makes development and mission work complete and fully transformative.

OBJECTIVES

1. Enable the student to understand mission work as God intended.
2. Enable student understand the place of development in mission.
3. Enable the student to understand development work as part of Gods calling rather than just a social economic transformation engagement.
4. Enable students to identify and fill in the gap that has been in the way both mission work and development work has been carried out.
5. Enable students to become agents of change in the society through integrated mission.

1. STRATEGIES

Topics to be covered are:-
- Introduction.
- Mission work in Gods way
- Development in Gods way
- Link between mission and development.
- Proclamation of the Gospel
- Demonstration of the Gospel
- Great commission as the basis of intergral mission.
- Christs model for intergral mission.
- Micah Network declaration on intergral mission.

1. EVALUATION

1. Write a 10-15 page double spaced term paper on, EITHER, Discuss the importance of intergral mission using Christs model to support your work.
2. OR, Discuss the differences between proclamation and demonstration of the Gospel, and show how important they are when integrated. Use biblical texts where necessary.
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